
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
KURUKSHETRA

No. Acad./20151471h SCSA/ Dated:17.7.201

Subject: Minutes of the 47th SCSA
p.m. in Board Room of
Building.

meeting held on 17.7.2015 at 4.0
the Golden Jubilee Administra

The following were present.

L Prof. Anand Mohan, Director In Chair

2. Dr. V.K. Sehgal, Dean (P&D)

3. Dr. Baldev Setia, Dean (Academic)

4. Dr. Mayank Dave, Dean (R&C)

5. Dr. S.K. Madan, HOD, CED

6 Dr. G.L. Pahuja, HOD, EED

7. Dr. Dixit Garg, HOD, MED

8. Dr. Rajoo Pandey, HOD, ECE

9. Dr. A.K. Singh, HOD, Computer Engg Deptt.

10. Dr. ASV Ravikanth, HOD, Maths. & P/l (Acad.)

11. Dr. Vikas ChoudharY, HOD, Hum.

12. Dr. D.P. Singh, HOD, ChemistrY
'13. Dr. Ashvani Kumar, HOD, PhYsics

14. Dr. Ashutosh Kumar Singh, HOD, MCA

15 Dr. Rajencier Kumar, HOD, MBA

16. Dr. R.P. Chauhan, COE

17, Sh. G.R. Samantaray, Registrar Incharge & Secretary

- At the outset, the Director welcomed all the members of SCSA a

'-=-:--:+--,ji-,.-mentioned:that-although d to have a Senate rneetiri!'during Aprii / May

2015, however, due to academic load on teachers in the concluding phase of

even Semester followed by examinations and then summer vacation, the

coulcj not be organized. He subsequently mentioned that there were certai

1r:gent-mattefs,, fof.€oRsideration and therefore this SGSA'meeting has

called.Thereafter; -the-agenda'was taken up and item'wi$e- fofl owinB-

were taken:
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Item 47.1: To consider the extension of duration of Ph. D. beyond the
normal period of seven years

The requests of following four

Ph. D. beyond the normai perioo

Ph. D. scholars for extensio tn

hrrvt

After a detailed deliberation on the each case individually, the

decided as indicateC against each candidate:

1. Sh. Vrlay Kumar f ayal The HoD of Electrical Engineering
informed the SCSA that the Ph. D. thesis of
candidate was readv for submission. The
the SCSA decided that, as a special case,
candidate be allowed extension to submit
Ph. D. thesis bythe encj of August,2O15.

The SCSA considered and recommended
the candidate be given'time to submit his
D. thesis by October,2015.

The HoD of Electronics & Commu
Engineering Depaftment informed the SC
that the supervisor of the candidate was
satisfied with the readiness of the Ph.
thesis. Therefore, the SCSA recom
that the matter be referred back to the DRC

4. Mrs. Vrinda Gupta

the Department for consideration
forurarding its specific recommendations.

The SCSA conside",d the matter and al
the candidate to subriiit her thesis by 6tn
2016 i.e. the maximum period of 8 years.

duration of

the SCSA.

2. Sh. Ashish Jasuja

3. Sh. Saurabh Srivastava

of seven,v€at's'Wa--i cons'ideled

!

of Renewable Energy: a

Item 47.i?, To consider and approve the interchange of subjects in
the School of Renewable Energy and Efficiency

=,.: -.r -,-, .- si--: *t++.:, -

The SCSA considered the case of interchange of the

courses as proposed by the DAC of the School as shown below:

The SCSA approved the proposal of the School

Efficiency for interchange of the subjects.

SRE 501T Solar SRE 502T Heat Transfer
SRE 501T Solar Enerov SvstemS

-Qn<r\-
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Item 47.3 to=consiier. g;anting permission to M. Tech. students to join a
job, who get a job opportunity during the course of study

The issue of granting permission to M. Tech. students to take up

employment during the course of pursuing M. Tech. was deliberated in detail.

The SCSA considered the case and granted permission to M. Tech. students to

join the job after completion of one year of M. Tech studies as regular student

subject to the followinE conditions that:

(i) The student must have completecj Semester I and ll without any backlog.

(ii) The students under category (i) above will have to come back to complete

their M. Tech. Semester lll and lV contiguously within the maximum program

duration of 5 years.

No student shall be allowed to join Private Limited Companies

The students who join jobs with permission will be required to deposit a

nominal registration fee of Rs. 10001 per semester during the period of

absence from the Institute.

Item 47.4 To consider the requests of students for Special Examinations

The SCSA considered and accepted the requests of students for

special examinations with the following conditions:

(i) The stucjents of 2A11-15 Batch who have got a job but have'one backlog'in

any semester are allowed to appear in special reappear examinations.

(ii) The students of 2007 Batch who are completing the maximum period of eight

years but are having back-log in one course of any semester are allowed to

appear in special reappear examinations.

Item 47.5 To consider providing an opportunity to a student, Mr. Jiwant
Singh to appear in an examination where the date sheet had
been advanced

l-:
The SCSA considered the request of Mr. Jiwant Singhla sfU<ient of

B. Tech. (ECE) batch 2010-14 and allowed him to appear for 6tl'semester

supplementary exam of Digital Communication.

( iii)

(rv)

Cv-,+\.-
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The SCSA further resolved that the Controller of Examination

requested to ensure that the proposed date sheet of examination is not

on the Institute website.

Item 47.6 To apprise the SCSA of Global Initiative of Academ
Networks (GIAN)

The SCSA accepted the scheme of Global Initiative of

Networks (GIAN) with iis objective ano tong ano short term goals. The SC

resolved that the information of GIAN be circulated to all Heads of Departme

for discussion in the faculty meeting and to explore the possibilities for prepa

project proposals for onward transmission to the Ministry.

Item 47.7 Any other item

Under any other item, the Dean (Academic) apprised the SCSA about the

of M. Tech. and B. Tech. Counseling currently in progress in the Institute. h

further proposed an eight-digit code for roll numbers to be allotted to the stu

w. e. f. session 2015-16 which was deliberated and approved by SCSA'

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the Chair.

Qx,,t^,,*,f [y
Registra ncj S Senate

F.

i7.o-1. t5
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